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The first line of Movement I in Laura Elrick’s Fantasies in Permeable Structures is a quotation 
from Wordsworth’s Prelude, “Both of the object seen and eye that sees…” Here is the context in 
which that line appears, closing Book Twelve of the 1805 edition: 
 

I seemed about this period to have sight 
Of a new world—a world, too, that was fit 
To be transmitted and made visible 
To other eyes, as having for its base 
That whence our dignity originates, 
That which both gives it being, and maintains 
A balance, an ennobling interchange 
Of action from within and from without: 
The excellence, pure spirit, and best power, 
Both of the object seen and the eye that sees. 

 
The new world that Wordsworth sees here is one in which that “within” (“the eye that sees”) and 
that “without” (“the object seen”) engage in an “interchange” that equally exalts both. Elrick’s 
book pays homage to this Romantic ideal of permeation between self and world. But more 
importantly, it “cherish[es] the shadows / of eyelids,” offering a sumptuous and jarring 
acknowledgment of the limits of that Romantic ideal. 
 
As Elrick states in her preface “To the Reader,” “each ‘fantasy’ acts as a conceptual anagram of 
the selves through which the plotted language of institutions permeates.” The presumed 
subjective primacy, the self, of Wordsworth’s “interchange” has shattered into “selves.” And that 
once-coveted “interchange” has become a battle zone in which “the object seen” will not sit 
passively, waiting for engagement with “the eye that sees,” but thrusts itself upon and through, 
inevitably structuring and restructuring one’s selves. Nor are the fragmented selves innocent in 
this transaction; they cannot but retrace the blows of the aggressor: 
 

…See what of me 
more or less remains is but a habit 
of language. Built on necessity, built 



but changing over into that which builds 
necessity, caught as we are… 

 
The speaking “me” here (or rather, selves) “is but a habit / of language,” the residue left by 
plotted structural penetration, the mode of recognition we adopt as a means of survival within 
worldly structures. But Elrick’s “me” is by no means a languishing victim of arbitrary power. 
With the uncanny dialectical insight that shapes all the poems in this book, Elrick quickly adds 
that although language is “Built on necessity” it seamlessly transforms, through use, “into that 
which builds / necessity.” Recognition of one’s inevitable complicity with history, and the 
ensuing struggle within and against that complicity frame the challenge and the pleasure of this 
book. 
 
Fantasies in Permeable Structures stages a face-off between dialectic and reification. Elrick’s 
use of the past progressive phrase “having left” in the first lines of Movement I (“‘Both of the 
objects seen and eye that sees…’ / or neither, having left aside the process / that reshapes and is 
the thing”), posits that it may already be too late to parse out causes from effects. But the ellipsis 
she appends to Wordsworth’s quotation suggests something other than dialectical stoppage. 
Faced with the limits of a Romantic mode of inquiry, Elrick enacts the temptation to shift to a 
reified present and accept “the thing” as it “is,” but the lines that follow show that any such 
reification can only be provisional. If the lyric voice itself may be taken as one such reified 
“thing,” giving rise to euphonic lines like “Each / through each flung forms anew,” then it will 
have to contend with mutilated utterances that belie its unity: “still / what’s checked. kept. ingest 
shift. life?” In such ways, these poems fling themselves (are flung?) back and forth between 
lyricism and suspicion of the lyric’s ideological baggage. The effect is precisely not to leave 
aside but to tear open and expose “the process / that reshapes and is the thing.” 
 
The 32 poems that form the book elaborate and politicize this ricochet between habits of 
language. And yet there are thematic through-lines that make me suspect that Elrick’s 
“Fantasies” take their cue from the musical form that introduced improvisatory, more 
“permeable” structures into composed music during the Romantic era (“Unnatural… Improvise,” 
Movement VII begins). One of these through-lines, fittingly perhaps, is the Romantic poetic 
canon. In a nod to Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan,” for instance, Elrick transforms the famous 
imperial “pleasure-dome” of Xanadu into a site of outsourced labor, “Will— / if (glasswork from 
China) image / a Pleasure Palace.” But while drawing attention to the “Cheap death / sweating 
luxury,” the Palace’s globalized “free trade” conditions of possibility, Elrick also addresses both 
the false consciousness, stateside, that accompanies this mode of production (“the off-hours 
sweet solitude talking box / delighted corporate habits”) and the American sentimentalizing of 
poverty (“Hunger, in her window, / is urban song. Light-footed along / a high-rise dump”). A 
similar re-rendering and rending asunder of the Romantic canon occurs in Movement XIII, 
Elrick’s dismantling of Wordsworth’s “Lines Composed a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey.” 



Both poems are located at the shoreline, whose reflective surface seems to galvanize a 
personalized historical reflection. Wordsworth recalls: 
 

…like a roe 
I bounded o’er the mountains, by the sides 
of the deep rivers and the lonely streams, 
Wherever nature led… 

 
By contrast, Elrick writes: 
 

…under mid-century bridges I would run 
through grated shadows, briefly cool, til out 
into searing heats where streaming sun-rays 
shocked the eye, and a vague terrain of weeds 
half-swallowed garbage, leaving all the blur 
in glares. 
 

To Wordsworth’s “deep and gloomy wood,” Elrick brings “battery fluid,” “fuming greenish 
scents,” and “human feces.” But beyond the demystifying urbanization afoot here, Elrick is 
questioning the Romantic privilege of self-scrutiny, since “the mind,” as she puts it, “‘once’ was 
served up to make an ‘is’ of it—to be / a static verb.” Somehow the writing subject has not only 
been shattered, it has begun to change places with its object, such that the word “mine” in the 
line “on a field (‘mine’) mining by a dark shore” comes to designate both ownership of a 
landscape and the imminent leveling of that landscape/self by corporate developers. As Elrick 
aptly comments, “It’s way too true / this incorporation of all that moves.” 
 
The point here is not that the Romantics were privileged idealists and we are radicalized 
materialists. As Elrick points out, “It wasn’t I / even two hundred later, it was never / I it was 
suspended.” And there is no resting point, no solid structure for this suspension. After alluding to 
the sexed labor of piecework in which the masterly gaze is reduced to dress fabric, “Eye to 
eyelet,” the poem cattily interrupts itself, “Where’s my purse?” How to contain this disjunction 
between female market subjugation and female ideological subjugation? Ostensibly looking for 
the purse, Elrick continues: 
 

…It sank to sea-bed their supply. 
Containers. sustain. containment. Stormed off 
the deck of a Liberian flagged vessel called 
The U.S. Hope. And still a Guatemalan 
residue if you look close with ‘knowing eyes’ 
Feeding far subtler soldiering cues, traces 
of her in the rhetoric. Pieces. Spool. 



 
We are not far here from the gaping “O!” of Romantic apostrophe. There is something hollow in 
these containers of product and of affect, something missing in the ease with which a self or 
selves can still make “complex tiles from such dust,” and an ever-keen attention to the 
programmatic emptiness of the writing selves “as extended / the metaphors stand up and walk 
off,” neglecting even their conventional punctuation. 
 
There is an ebb and flow to these poems, what Elrick calls “Slack rhythms,” between 
revolutionary excitement (“a breathing life / through city’s buildings on our terms / terms of life 
fashioned by us not imposed”) and the “structural gale” that “rushed / the streets swept us 
outward towards ourselves / only to dissipate…and recommend the intellect / again.” In some 
ways this evocation looks back to Shelley’s insoluble conundrum of the material 
and the ideal: 
 

The everlasting universe of things 
Flows through the mind, and rolls its rapid waves, 
Now dark—now glittering—now reflecting gloom— 
Now lending splendour, where from secret springs 
The source of human thought its tribute brings 
Of waters,—with a sound but half its own 
 

But in Elrick’s poems “the mind” is largely left outside, something rushed toward, elusive, never 
met. Movement X closes: 

…Cars whiz by and I’m trying 
to reach her—kisses thrown over roads 
at the vanish point of our Friday night not 
at all significant. Not to presage. 
 

“Kisses” are “thrown over roads,” not at the vanishing point of painterly perspective, but rather 
at “the vanish point,” itself already partially vanished. This is a book struggling against its own 
structures (“(What / is form.) Straitjacket of pensive pleasure”) and against its own erasure, 
elegantly. Imperialism, Wobblies, New York bars, Thatcherism, Black Panthers, Womanists, and 
poetic discourse itself—these are among the uncontained speakers of the “plotted language” 
permeating the selves of Elrick’s Fantasies in Permeable Structures. They represent, as Elrick 
suggests in Movement XIV—countermanding her own injunction “Not to presage”—a “presage 
to revolution,” while at the same time they acknowledge the ephemerality and recursivity of 
struggle. 
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